7. DEGREE REQUIREMENTS

Candidates for graduate degrees must comply with the requirements of both the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences and the department or program in which they are matriculated in order to be considered in good standing. GSAS policies represent only the minimum requirements, and departments and programs may impose additional requirements and higher standards. Students should review their department or program’s website for information regarding requirements. Please visit the GSAS Programs of Study page for a list of the departments and programs.

Students must meet GSAS requirements, unless granted an exemption by the dean after consultation with the department chairperson or program director.

7.1- General Requirements

Students matriculated in master’s degree programs are often permitted to choose between two ways of meeting degree requirements. With departmental approval, candidates may elect to:

1. Complete satisfactorily 24 credits of coursework and an approved thesis (with six credits of thesis research); or
2. Complete satisfactorily 30 credits of coursework without a thesis.

Master’s students must maintain a B average (or 3.0 cumulative GPA) in master’s-level coursework (see §7.4.1- Satisfactory Academic Performance (p. 2)). Please refer to GSAS Programs of Study for information on specific program requirements.

Students matriculated in doctoral programs are typically required to complete a minimum of 60 credits of graduate-level coursework as well as a dissertation. Doctoral students must maintain a B+ average (or 3.5 cumulative GPA) in doctoral coursework.

Students admitted to a Ph.D. program with a master’s degree are required to complete a minimum of 30 additional credits within their matriculated program and will not be admitted with a GPA below a “B+” (or 3.5 cumulative GPA) in their master’s coursework.

Students in advanced certificate programs must maintain a "B" average (or 3.0 cumulative GPA) in coursework taken for the advanced certificate degree.

With authorization of the dean, up to 12 credits of graduate work completed at Fordham may be applied to fulfill the requirements of degrees granted in other departments or programs.

Students who wish to substitute courses from other institutions for specific departmental or programmatic requirements must submit a Waiver of Requirements Form, available at GSAS Student Forms.

No more than 12 credits toward a degree may be taken during summer sessions, unless the student is registered for a special summer program.

7.2- Transfer of Credits

Students may submit graduate work completed at other institutions during the five years prior to matriculation for partial fulfillment of course requirements, subject to the approval of the department chairperson or program director, and the dean. Credits successfully used for other degrees will not be accepted for transfer to Fordham.

To request a transfer credit, students must consult with the Director of Graduate Studies or Program Director of their department or program and complete the Transfer of Advanced Credit Form, available at GSAS Student Forms.

This form must be submitted to the chairperson or program director for initial approval, accompanied by an official transcript of the intended transfer credits. Transfer credits applied to the master’s degree or advanced certificate program must reflect a grade of B (3.0) or higher, and transfer credits applied to the doctoral degree or advanced certificate program must reflect a grade of B+ (3.3) or higher. No transfer of credit will be approved if the student is on academic probation or has a cumulative GPA which falls below 3.0 for the Masters or 3.5 for the Ph.D. Once approved at the department/program level, the form must be submitted to the Office of Academic Operations and Support (adgsas@fordham.edu) for final review and approval by the dean.

No more than six transfer credits (up to a two course equivalent) will be accepted toward the completion of any GSAS academic degree or advanced certificate program, except as specified through formal agreement between GSAS and a partner institution, or between GSAS academic degree programs and/or advanced certificate programs.

Transfer credits will not be approved until students have successfully completed at least 12 credits of coursework in their matriculated degree program (6 credits in the case of an advanced certificate program), and must reflect the GPA requirements (see §7.1- General Requirements (p. 1)) at the time of transfer.

Grades from transfer credits are not included in the calculation of a student’s Fordham GPA. Advanced credit will not exempt students from any part of their comprehensive examinations.

7.3- Time Limit on Completion of Degree

Students must complete the requirements for their degree, including thesis or dissertation work, in a timely and expeditious manner that is, within five years of first matriculation for master’s students, and within eight years of first matriculation for doctoral students (see §7.7- Master’s Degree (p. 3) and §7.8- Doctoral Degree (p. 4)). Direct doctoral students (students who receive a master’s degree in cursu from Fordham) have a time limit of 10 years to complete their degree. The 10-year time limit also applies to students entering a Ph.D. program immediately after receiving a master’s degree from Fordham. Time limits on the completion of degree are rigorously enforced.

In addition to having an important academic purpose, the number of years to degree is monitored by the New York State Department of Education (NYSED) and other institutions concerned with graduate programs, and is often one indicator of the quality of a graduate program.

Students failing to maintain continuous enrollment (e.g., having voluntarily withdrawn from their degree program) who seek to reenroll such that they would exceed or have already exceeded the original time limits of their degree, must apply for readmission (see §§1.5- Readmission). As part of their application, students must present a timetable for successfully completing all renewed degree requirements, retaking expired courses, re-demonstrating language/ research competency (see §7.5- Language Requirements (p. 2)), retaking comprehensive examinations (see §7.6- Comprehensive Examinations (p. 3)), and resubmitting the dissertation proposal. If permission to resume studies is granted, failure to adhere to this timetable could result in dismissal.
7.4- GSAS Standards for Satisfactory Academic Performance and Satisfactory Academic Progress; Federal Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP)

The Graduate School of Arts and Sciences measures a student's good standing in terms of two benchmarks: academic performance and academic progress.

Academic performance refers to a student's maintenance of a given cumulative grade point average (see §7.4.1- Satisfactory Academic Performance (p. 2) below) and is primarily applicable to the coursework portion of a student's degree program.

Academic progress refers to a student's continued matriculation and timely completion of degree requirements (see §7.4.2- Satisfactory Academic Progress (p. 2) below), and most often measures a student's progress following his or her satisfactory completion of program coursework.

In order to be eligible for funding, a student must meet both GSAS academic performance and academic progress standards as well as U.S. Department of Education Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) criteria, which identify strict guidelines to assess student eligibility for assistance. Conversely, a student who fails to meet GSAS satisfactory academic performance and/or progress goals will in most cases fail to qualify for federal loans.

Students who do not meet the standards for satisfactory academic performance and/or satisfactory academic progress are automatically placed on academic probation without notice. If the deficiency is not corrected, the dean, in consultation with the department chairperson or program director, may dismiss the student from the University.

7.4.1- Satisfactory Academic Performance

Minimum satisfactory academic performance is defined as having a cumulative grade point average of at least 3.0 (B average) in a master's program and of at least 3.5 (B+ average) in a doctoral program, as well as enrollment in the full time equivalent of coursework (see §5.2- Full-Time Status of Certification and Appendix D: Full Time and Half Time Program Requirements). Students failing to complete the full time equivalent of coursework may also fail to meet the conditions for satisfactory academic progress (see §7.4.2- Satisfactory Academic Progress (p. 2)) below.

Any student receiving GSAS funding or tuition scholarships must also maintain a cumulative 3.5 (B+ average) as a minimal requirement for continuation of aid.

Students who fall below the required grade point average may not take comprehensive examinations without the dean's permission (see §7.6- Comprehensive Examinations (p. 3)).

Note also that administrative F grades (see §6.2- Incomplete Coursework) are computed as F grades (0.0) for the purpose of determining the cumulative grade point average.

7.4.2- Satisfactory Academic Progress

Minimum satisfactory academic progress is defined as completing at least one requirement pertaining to either comprehensive examinations or a dissertation/thesis per year, following the semester in which coursework is completed (see §5.3- Registration Procedures and Special Categories, §7.7- Master’s Degree (p. 3), and §7.8 Doctoral Degree (p. 4)).

For master’s students, requirements include the comprehensive examination and the thesis or capstone in certain departments (see §7.7- Master’s Degree (p. 3)).

For doctoral students, requirements include the comprehensive examination, the dissertation proposal, dissertation chapters, and the dissertation defense (see §7.8- Doctoral Degree (p. 4)).

Departments or programs may impose interim requirements for satisfactory academic progress at any time. Markers of unsatisfactory progress may include an excessive number of withdrawals, incompletes, semesters on maintenance, leaves of absence, or other delays in meeting the requirements for the degree.

Students who do not make satisfactory academic progress toward a degree may be dropped from the rolls of the university, even if they continue to meet satisfactory academic performance requirements and/or have not exhausted their time limit toward the degree.

Students who do not complete at least one requirement each year are automatically placed on academic probation without notice. Such students must fulfill the requirement and file, within one semester of being put on academic probation, a mandatory timetable for completing all remaining requirements. The timetable must include at least one deadline per semester (e.g., “complete chapters 1 to 3 of the dissertation in the 2013 fall semester”). If the requirement remains unfulfilled by the end of the semester, or if subsequent timetable deadlines are not met, the dean, in consultation with the department chairperson or program director, may dismiss the student from the University.

Doctoral students who have not secured approval of their dissertation proposal at least five semesters before the expiration of their time limit are automatically placed on academic probation without notice. Such students must secure approval of the dissertation proposal and a timetable for completion of the dissertation within one semester of being put on probation. If either the proposal or timetable are not approved by the end of the semester, the dean, in consultation with the department chairperson or program director, may dismiss the student from the University.

An individual student's requirements for academic progress may be affected by the time remaining until the student reaches the time limit for degree completion (see §7.3- Time Limit on Completion of Degree (p. 1)).

7.5- Language Requirements

Students should consult their departments or programs regarding language and/or skills requirements and how these are to be met.

Master’s students are often required to possess a reading knowledge of either French or German. Other languages may be substituted with the permission of the department chairperson or program director, and the dean, if appropriate to the student’s field of scholarship.

Doctoral students are typically required to possess a reading knowledge of two modern languages (usually French and German, or other languages appropriate to the student’s field of scholarship). At the discretion of the department or program and with the approval of the dean, a student may be allowed to substitute necessary research skills, such as computer programming or statistics, for a second language.
In some cases, more than two languages may be required, if deemed necessary for the student's research.

Individual departments or programs determine what constitutes satisfaction of the language requirement, though in most instances this may be accomplished either by passing a graduate-level Language for Reading course with a final grade of B or higher, or by passing one of the language examinations offered by the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures or the Classics Department with a grade of B or higher (refer to individual departments for details). Such exams are usually administered the week before the beginning of the fall and spring semesters, and are roughly equivalent in difficulty to the final examinations of graduate-level Language for Reading courses.

Students who wish to take language exams should schedule an appointment by contacting the Department of Modern Languages and Literatures or the Classics Department at least two weeks before the beginning of either the fall or spring semester. Completed exams will be corrected within two weeks, and departments or programs will be notified of students' grades. In the case of a language less commonly taught at Fordham, there may not be a tenure-line faculty grader at the university. In that instance, a non-tenure line faculty member may be identified, in which case GSAS will pay a $100 honorarium for the work of writing and grading the exam the first time it is administered, and $50 thereafter. Similarly, if a faculty member from outside the university must be found for writing and grading a lesser-taught language exam, they will receive the same payment. It is expected that these instances are quite rare.

Language requirements must be fulfilled before GSAS will certify comprehensive examination results. Students are encouraged to fulfill language and other skill requirements as early as possible, for use in coursework and research.

Language requirements satisfied at other institutions are typically not accepted in fulfillment of GSAS language requirements.

### 7.6- Comprehensive Examinations

Many departments and programs require both master's and doctoral students to complete comprehensive examinations (written, oral, or both). Students should consult their department chairperson or program director to verify the dates on which comprehensive examinations are administered.

Applications for all comprehensive examinations must be approved in writing by the chairperson or program director two weeks prior to the examination date. In order to qualify for comprehensive examinations, students must be in good academic standing (see §7.4- GSAS Standards for Satisfactory Academic Performance and Satisfactory Academic Progress; Federal Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) (p. 2)) with a GPA at or above the minimum requirement for the degree (3.0 for master's students, 3.5 for doctoral students). Additionally, students must have completed their language requirements and must have completed or be in the process of completing required coursework for their degree program before comprehensive exams will be certified. If a student takes a comprehensive examination without meeting these prerequisites, the results will not be certified by the dean or posted to the student's official record.

If a student fails the master's or doctoral comprehensive examination, the failure is not posted to the student's final transcript, and the student may be permitted to take a second examination the following semester (or later) with the recommendation of the department chairperson or program director and the approval of the dean.

If a student fails to pass the comprehensive examination a second time, they are not permitted to retake the examination. The failure is posted to the student's final transcript, and they will be dismissed from the program.

Details for retaking comprehensive examinations, in whole or in part, should be discussed with the department chairperson or program director. Candidates taking comprehensive examinations for the second time pay the fee listed in the GSAS fee schedule.

### 7.7- Master's Degree

All requirements for the master's degree must be completed within five years of the first semester of matriculation in the GSAS. Time limit requirements apply to both full and part time students.

The GSAS requirements for master's students are as follows:

1. Completion of the appropriate number of graduate credits (see §7.1- General Requirements (p. 1))
2. A language requirement (see §7.5- Language Requirements (p. 2))
3. An exit requirement, which may comprise one or more of the following: comprehensive exams, special project, thesis, research, internship, and the like. If the exit requirement is a thesis, presentation of the thesis to a member of the dean's office is also required (see §7.7.2- Presentation of Master's Thesis to GSAS (p. 4))

Individual departments and programs may impose additional requirements.

At the end of their third year, the dean's office typically will inform students that they are approaching the five-year time limit and of the nature of the extension policy. At the beginning of their fifth year, the dean's office typically will inform students that they have only one year remaining.

Students who plan to seek an extension to the five-year time limit must apply before the conclusion of their fifth academic year. Such a request must be directed in writing through the department chairperson or program director, and must receive the written approval of the dean. Requests for extensions must include a timetable, approved by the chairperson or director for the completion of degree requirements. Failure to adhere to the timetable or to meet other conditions may result in dismissal.

Students requesting an extension to their five-year limit must:

1. Re-demonstrate language competency if more than three years have elapsed since the original completion of their language requirement.
2. Demonstrate the currency of their knowledge for any courses taken prior to the request for extension, and departments may require that they retake certain courses.
3. Retake and pass comprehensive examinations in the department or program's current format if more than three years have elapsed since any portion of the comprehensive examination was originally passed.
4. Meet any additional requirements imposed by the dean after consultation with the department chairperson or program director.
7.7.1- Master’s Thesis

If a student chooses or is required to complete a master’s thesis, they must enroll for six credits of thesis research as prescribed by the program (see §5.3.1- Registration Process for Master’s Students).

A master’s thesis committee must consist, at minimum, of a thesis director (mentor) and one reader. Committee members are specified, along with the thesis topic, on the Thesis Title Approval Form (see GSAS Student Forms), which is submitted to GSAS by the department chairperson or program director. The department chairperson or program director is responsible for ensuring that the committee is professionally appropriate.

When a thesis title and committee have been approved, the student’s program will be notified. For any changes made to the thesis title or thesis committee membership, a new form must be prepared and sent to dean’s office for approval.

An oral defense of the master’s thesis is not required by the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, but may be a program requirement. If this is a program requirement, the following modality policy applies: Doctoral dissertation, master’s thesis, and capstone defenses may be held in-person, virtually, or hybrid—through video/web conferencing. The modality of the defense will be decided in consultation among the student and the members of the committee. Students should indicate their modality preference at the time of scheduling the defense. If the student wishes to be in-person and hybrid mode is chosen, at least one committee member should be present with the student on-site. In the event that there is disagreement about modality among the committee members, the student and the DGS will determine the modality for the defense.

The master’s thesis should be uploaded to ProQuest/UMI using the following link: http://www.etaladmin.com/fordham.

The uploaded thesis should be in its final version, including any changes required by the committee and in the proper format as indicated in Appendix E: Master’s Thesis Style Requirements. All other requirements for the master’s degree must be completed before the thesis is uploaded to ProQuest/UMI.

For style requirements, formatting, and the materials required for the completion of the master’s thesis, see Appendix E: Master’s Thesis Style Requirements.

Some departments require master’s research papers, projects, or internships. The approval forms for these projects are submitted to GSAS as part of the last requirement for the degree. Students in these departments should consult their departments about requirements for these projects.

7.7.2- Presentation of Master’s Thesis to GSAS

After the oral defense, students must submit the dissertation paperwork, complete the SED survey, and upload their dissertation to UMI Proquest by the deadline listed on the GSAS Academic Calendar, generally the Friday before the last day of classes for May graduation, or two weeks before the August and February graduations. Exceptions to this date will be granted under only unusual circumstances outside the student’s control and must be requested by the student’s mentor. Dissertations will not be accepted when the University is officially closed.

Final thesis paperwork containing signatures must be submitted to adgsas@fordham.edu by the deadline listed.

Once the thesis and paperwork have been reviewed, students will be informed that they have been cleared for graduation.

Theses uploaded to ProQuest/UMI should to be in their final version, including any changes required by the committee, and should be in proper format as indicated in Appendix E: Master’s Thesis Style Requirements. The following contents should comprise the thesis paperwork submitted to adgsas@fordham.edu:

1. one Thesis Prepared under my Direction sheet, signed by the mentor and readers.
2. the Report on Written Thesis Form, signed by the mentor and readers;
3. (If oral defense is required by the department): the Report on Oral Defense Form, signed by the mentor, readers, and one examiner.

7.8- Doctoral Degree

All requirements for the doctoral degree must be completed within eight years of the first semester of matriculation in GSAS for those students who enter with a master’s degree from another institution, or within ten years of the first semester of matriculation for those students who are direct doctoral students (students who receive a master’s degree in cursu from Fordham) or who complete a master’s degree from Fordham and then continue directly into a doctoral program. Time limit requirements apply to both full and part time students.

The GSAS requirements for doctoral students are typically as follows:

1. Completion of the appropriate number of graduate credits (see §7.1- General Requirements (p. 1)).
2. A language and/or research skills requirement (see §7.5- Language Requirements (p. 2)).
3. Comprehensive examination (see §7.6- Comprehensive Examinations (p. 3)).
7. Presentation of the dissertation to the dean (see §7.8.5- Presentation of the Dissertation to the Dean (p. 6)).

Individual departments and programs may impose additional requirements.

Students who plan to seek an extension to the doctoral time limit must apply before the conclusion of their final academic year. Such a request must be directed in writing through the department chairperson or program director; must be approved by the dissertation mentor, readers, and the department chairperson; and must receive the written approval of the dean. An extension to the time limit for degree completion will be granted only if, in the dean’s judgment, there is sufficient evidence that the degree will be completed expeditiously and that the dissertation will be of high merit.

Extensions beyond the time limit will not be granted to students who have not secured approval of a dissertation topic prior to the expiration of the time limit or who have otherwise not made substantial academic progress toward completion of the degree, except with the permission of the dean.
Requests for an extension of the doctoral time limit must include:

- a sufficient portion of the dissertation to permit an objective evaluation of the quality of the student’s work. In the humanities, a reasonable portion is one-half of the dissertation; in the sciences, research through the stage of data collection should be presented;
- a timetable for the completion of the remaining portions of the dissertation;
- a plan for renewed demonstration of language and/or research skills competency (if needed for dissertation research) if more than five years have elapsed since the original completion of these requirements;
- a plan to demonstrate currency of knowledge for any courses taken prior to the request for extension (departments may require that students seeking an extension retake certain courses); and
- a timetable for retaking and passing the doctoral comprehensive examinations in the department’s or program’s current format if more than five years have elapsed since any portion of the comprehensive examination was completed.

Students must meet any additional requirements imposed by the dean after consultation with the department chairperson or program director, and must maintain continuous enrollment (see §§5.1- Continuous Enrollment Policy) until all requirements are complete. Failure to adhere to the timetable or to meet other conditions may result in unenrollment. Students may petition to have one or more of these requirements adapted to their particular situation, but approval of such a petition is not guaranteed.

7.8.1- Doctoral Dissertation

To many scholars, the dissertation is the distinguishing characteristic of the Ph.D. degree, and the quality of the dissertation is a primary hallmark of the quality of a doctoral program. The doctoral dissertation is expected to make a substantial original contribution to knowledge in its field. The dissertation must be a rigorous and sustained piece of research work whose objective is also to demonstrate that the candidate has gained a mastery that qualifies him/her/them to be admitted to the community of scholars in the discipline.

For style requirements, formatting, and the materials required for the completion of the dissertation, see Appendix F: Dissertation Style Requirements.

GSAS dissertations are disseminated in several ways. Students submit an electronic copy to ProQuest/UMI for electronic publishing. The record is then available through the Walsh Library’s online database collection. In some cases, a bound copy is delivered to the student’s department for inclusion in the department library.

7.8.2- Dissertation Mentor, Committee and Topic

After completing doctoral comprehensive examinations, it is, at all times, the responsibility of the student to establish and maintain a satisfactory relationship with a faculty mentor approved by the chairperson and the dean while preparing a dissertation. Continuation in the doctoral program is contingent upon the approved mentor’s availability and agreement to the dissertation topic.

The membership of a student’s dissertation committee must consist of at least a mentor and two readers, each of whom is normally a full-time faculty member in the student’s department or program at Fordham. If a student wishes to invite a retired Fordham faculty member to serve on their committee as reader or mentor, this requires approval by the DGS and the GSAS Dean, and the professor must hold Emeritus/a rank. Similarly, if a student wishes to include a faculty member from another institution as reader, this requires approval by the DGS and the GSAS Dean.

Experts from other types of research institutions (i.e. the Bronx Zoo, the NYBG, etc.) who have appropriate expertise and hold a Ph.D. or terminal degree in their field may also serve as readers, with approval by the DGS and the GSAS Dean. Normally only one external reader is permitted on a committee; however in the event that the DGS and Dean agree to a second external reader for reasons of expertise, then a second Fordham reader may also be added.

External faculty or experts may not serve as mentors or directors. Members of the committee are specified, along with the dissertation title, on the Dissertation Title Approval Form (available at GSAS Student Resources), which is submitted to the dean’s office by the department chairperson or DGS. The department chairperson or program director is responsible for ensuring that the committee is professionally appropriate, including reviewing CVs of any external members as applicable.

7.8.3- Early Dissemination of Dissertation Materials

Students sometimes have the opportunity to present or publish their scholarly work or ideas from the dissertation before the dissertation is successfully defended and presented to the dean. Upon consultation with their mentors, students are encouraged to take advantage of these opportunities.

Acceptance of part of the dissertation for presentation or publication does not obligate the dissertation committee, the oral examiners, the dean or Fordham University to accept the dissertation as fulfilling the degree requirements.

7.8.4- Dissertation Defense

Doctoral students must defend orally their completed dissertation before an examination committee consisting of the dissertation committee (normally, the dissertation mentor and two readers), and at least one additional examiner, according to departmental procedures. The department or program chairperson is responsible for ensuring that the examination committee is professionally appropriate, and the dean reserves the right to appoint a representative.

Public notification of the examination, including time, place, and examiners must be sent to the dean’s office at least two weeks in advance.

Doctoral dissertation defenses may be held in-person, virtually, or hybrid—through video/web conferencing. The modality of the defense will be decided in consultation among the student and the members of the committee. Students should indicate their modality preference at the time of scheduling the defense. If the student wishes to be in-person and hybrid mode is chosen, at least one committee member should be present with the student on-site. In the event that there is disagreement about modality among the committee members, the student and the DGS will determine the modality for the defense.

Students should note that the presentation of the dissertation to the dean, not the oral examination, is the last requirement to be satisfied for receiving the degree. Thus, degree completion will not be certified until after the presentation of the dissertation.
7.8.5 - Presentation of the Dissertation to the Dean

After the oral defense, students must submit the dissertation paperwork, complete the SED survey, and upload their dissertation to UMI Proquest by the deadline listed on the GSAS Academic Calendar, generally the Friday before the last day of classes for May graduation, or two weeks before the August and February graduations. Exceptions to this date will be granted under only unusual circumstances outside the student's control and must be requested by the student's mentor. Dissertations will not be accepted when the University is officially closed.

Dissertations and paperwork will be reviewed in absentia. However, students are invited to meet the dean during the designated time block, when the dean will be available to answer questions, discuss materials and extend congratulations. Students who are unable to meet with the dean in person during the designated time blocks may request a phone call during the time block.

Dissertations submitted to the dean ought to be in their final version, including any changes required by the committee during the oral defense. The following contents ought to comprise the final version of a doctoral dissertation:

- One Dissertation Prepared under the Direction sheet, signed by the mentor and readers.
- The Report on Written Dissertation Form, signed by the mentor and readers.
- The Report on Oral Defense Form, signed by the mentor, readers and up to two examiners.
- The Survey of Earned Doctorates online survey, available on the National Science Foundation website. After submission, the student and GSAS will receive an email confirmation.
- Proof of online submission of dissertation at UMI ETD administrator, located here.

7.9 - Advanced Certificates

All requirements for advanced certificates must be completed within three years of the first semester of matriculation in the GSAS. Time limit requirements apply to both full and part time students.

7.10 - Master of Philosophy (M.Phil.)

The M.Phil. degree is considered a second or senior master's degree and is usually awarded to Ph.D. candidates who have completed the required coursework, language and research skills requirements, and comprehensive examinations, but who have not yet defended a doctoral dissertation.

Students are eligible to receive an M.Phil. under such circumstances in some, but not all, GSAS departments. Most students regard this degree as a step on the way to the Ph.D. Occasionally, it marks the point at which a student reconsiders matriculation in the program, in which case a student may choose to earn the M.Phil. and withdraw from GSAS.

In some cases, students may be advised by the department chairperson or program director, in consultation with other faculty, not to continue beyond the M.Phil. if the student's performance has been marginal or if evidence suggests that they will have particular difficulty completing a successful dissertation. Some departments also allow a so-called Low Pass option on the comprehensive exam, which allows the student to receive the M.Phil. degree that does not qualify him or her to progress on to the dissertation stage.

7.11 - Degree Conferral and Commencement

Students who have completed all degree requirements in accordance with the guidelines outlined herein and in accordance with their department/program requirements will receive degrees conferred by the University.

Degrees are conferred in February, May, and August on students who have completed their degree requirements in the fall, spring, or summer semesters, respectively.

To graduate, students must complete and submit an Online Application for Graduation via the my.Fordham.edu University portal by the date indicated on the GSAS Academic Calendar. Failure to submit the Online Application for Graduation by the deadline will result in the degree not being awarded in the desired semester, as will failure to complete requirements pending at the time of application for graduation.

Students who miss the deadline for application or fail to complete pending requirements must continue to register and be registered in the semester directly preceding conferral of the degree, according to the continuous enrollment policy (see §5.1 - Continuous Enrollment Policy). Students who receive degrees in August must be registered for the summer session immediately preceding the conferral of their degrees. If a student is not registered for coursework in the summer session, the appropriate registration to use is Requirement Prep in Summer (see §5.1 - Continuous Enrollment Policy).

Commencement ceremonies are held each May, and include the University commencement followed by diploma ceremonies for each school. During the GSAS diploma ceremony, diplomas are distributed to both master's and doctoral degree candidates, and doctoral degree recipients undergo a traditional hooding ceremony as well.

Students who receive their degrees at any time during the preceding academic year are invited to participate. Students who have submitted the Online Application for Graduation on time will receive information at their Fordham email account (see §2.1 - Fordham Email) about commencement and about obtaining the proper commencement apparel. Master's candidates who are completing the final requirements of their degree in August may request to walk in May prior to their August graduation date. The request must be made to both the department and GSAS by the deadline for May graduation, which can be found on the GSAS Academic Calendar.